
symbols and salvation
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this article is an attempt to set in orderly perspective cer-
tain elements of the process of obtaining an exaltation no
pretense is made to elucidation of any mystery nor should the
order of the ideas herein be confused with the gospel the
justification for the existence of this work is the sincere hope
that members of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints who understand the gospel may receive some further
insight into and appreciation of its greatness and of the urgency
of serving the lord with all of their heart might mind and
strength through the gospel plan to that end then I1 assert
the following thesis qualifying for exaltation consists essen-
tially in the proper ordering of ssymbols

SYMBOLS AND MENTAL LIFE

we must first take account of certain features of the corre-
lation of the mental and physical actions of men the conscious
physical experience of human beings is a mental recording or
registration of the influences of the environment that work upon
the physical body this experience is composed of ideas
mental elements having a possibility of persistence and some-
what subject to recall the most important aspect of these
ideas for our purpose is that every experience idea is a symbol
if it is a memory it is a symbol of a past situation if it is a
sensation it is a symbol of a present external configuration of
physical affections if it is imagination it is a symbol of some
future or possible experience that which is symbolized by a
given symbol is its referent if an idea is true it will have a
one to one correspondence with certain elements of the referent
which it symbolizes in addition to its referent each idea
symbol has a meaning which meaning consists essentially in
expectations for future sensation associated with the given
idea idea symbols thus become the basis for all conscious re-
action to our environment we act so that the most desirable
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possible consequent known to be available to us will become
a reality a future present sensation

an example may serve to clarify these general statements
As a man in our culture sees an automobile a mental image of
that automobile forms in his mind this image is for him a
symbol of that externally real object away from it he can call
the symbol to mind and contemplate the automobile by analyz-
ing the corresponding elements of the ideas through his
imagination he can mentally dissociate the parts and reassemble
them perhaps in new form or with new elements and com-
ponents this latter process of mental creation is the key to all
invention the meaning of the automobile symbol is what
he expects from the various components if he imagines it to
have a horn he would expect to be able to produce a noise if it
has pneumatic tires he would expect a certain comfort of ride
and contingency of continued serviceability

language complicates the idea object symbol relation by
introducing a secondary level of symbolization words mean
the ideas which we each individually associate with them in
common sense we sometimes think that when we talk of provo
that what we mean by the word provo is the physical city
itself reflection shows that all we can possibly mean is some
kind of amalgamated memory of all the experiences we have
had in relation to the physical city we mean the ideas we
remember about the physical city if we have never personally
experienced provo we will mean by the name provo only
those ideas which we have habitually come to associate with
that name words are then symbols of ideas those ideas
being mental symbols of actual or imagined external physical
objects and events

man s mental life may be described as a symbolic aware-
ness of external reality and a symbolic preparation or planned
reaction to that reality on the basis of understood possibilities
of given situations A man reacts to a moving automobile by
removing himself from its path or he satisfies the need for
change of place by recognizing in the idea of automobile the
possibility of transportation mental life is internal symbolic
adaptation to the realities and possibilities of the external
world both the internal and the external being equally real and
necessary to man s existence and to the satisfaction of his
desires
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the mental symbolism by which each person adapts himself
to his environment and seeks satisfaction of his desires neces-
sarily involves elements which have no present counterpart in
sensation we react to the here and now on the basis of an
imagined continuity of today with yesterday and all prior days
and with tomorrow and all future times we react to the place
inin which we find ourselves at present by imagining a continuity
of the place we see with other places we have seen or have
heard about or which we suppose exist our minds use as it
were great maps of time and space which we take as accurate
symbols representing external reality we are able to use these
maps because of the physical reality attached by present sensa-
tion to certain points of contact with those maps and also
because using them has inin the past enabled us to predict our
sensations of future times and different places with a high
degree of accuracy on the framework of these time and space
maps we construct mentally the whole physical universe and its
past present and future we add details of geography objects
persons and events in accordance with the range and depth of
our observation and education the inner world of mental con-
struct tends to become a symbol of the universe seen as it were
sub species eteretermtaseternitasnitas without regard to particular perspective
of time and place but inin regard to the whole of space and events
at once emphasis changing from place to place as the attention
varies

one business of science is the implementation and correction
of the social thouthoughtghtaht symbolsymbofymboI1 of the universe using purely
physical data in sciencescience the details of present sensation are
carefully incorporated into the conceptions of the universe that
relate to present time then inductively distributed backward
and forward in time by the principle of uniformity theories of
things not sensed at all are invented to fill the remaining gaps
the infinitesimal the infinite and the distant all of which are
outside thefhe realm of sensation are imagined and added to the
universe symbol on the basis of what is consistent with and pos-
sibly explanatory of the elements of present sensation the
ultimate scientific criterion for creation of the universe symbol
is that all ideas incorporated must be either directly observable
or be theoretical projections having an economizing and predic-
tive function one special aspect of science isis that the modern
scientific universe symbol is naturalistic its constructs must be
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limited to matter or energy in motion in relation to other mat-
ter or energy specifically rejecting the existence of god spirits
devils etc

the practical advantage of the human universe symbol is
enormous if a man wants say to erect a factory at a certain
spot he employs an architect to plan a building he has in his
mind a general idea of the functional requirements of the de-
sired structure he symbolizes this mental image in words or
drawings which the architect or engineer must interpret to
form a mental image which will have a one to one correspond-
ence with the functional necessities of the project envisioned by
his client the architect or engineer must then imaginatively
create an image or mental symbol of a building which will at
the same time satisfy those functional necessities and also the
necessities of sturdy structural characteristics and proper adapta-
tion to the building site in accordance with the details and regu-
laritieslarities of his own scientific world image this new mental
symbol of the building is given a physical symbolism in blue-
prints and specifications the building contractor then seeks
to order the materials of nature and manufacture to build the
physical structure in accordance with his understanding or
mental symbol of what was intended by the creator of the blue-
prints and specifications the finished physical structure is then
put into operation by the entrepreneur if it fulfills his func-
tional needs then everyone is satisfied and symbols have
served as could nothing else in achieving that satisfaction

in summary human life is a constant interplay and adjust-
ment of reality to mental symbol and vice versa As we observe
the world we adjust the mental symbol to reality as we work
and create we adjust reality to our mental symbols questions
of metaphysics aside mind and matter are profoundly and
functionally related

LEARNING THE GOSPEL

we noted that the scientific world image is naturalistic
it contains no gods or demons spirits or spiritual forces dead
or unborn men furthermore the scientific world image is quite
neutral in relation to values it can sometimes tell men how to
get what they want but never what they must or should want

the message known as the gospel of jesus christ is in
the framework of our discussion an opportunity for men to
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add to and to correct their mental image of the universe in such
a way that they can more successfully achieve their desires and
avoid unpleasant experiences it teaches men that there are
gods in heaven and that we are their children that there are
spiritual influences of both uplifting and degrading effect
that we must account for all of our trespasses against our fel
lowmen and that we may receive the assistance of one jesus
christ if we think enough of our fellowmenlowmenfel to try to make
amends for whatever sorrow we have brought into the world
the gospel teaches men who already believe in a god how they
should conceiveconceive of him and what they can do to please him to
put themselves in a position to receive his assistance the gos-
pel then instructs men on how to construct and furnish their
mental construct of the universe inin relation to the things which
most of them cannot see one who has seen and personally
knows of the truth of what he says bears witness to men of the
divinity of jesus of nazareth and of our lord s literal resurrec-
tion and appearance in the latter days he testifies that the
power and influence of the holy ghost is real and that peace
and joy are the fruits of living by the spirit he who hears the
gospel message truly delivered will be touched himself with a
spiritual experience the witness of the spirit to the truth of the
words of the missionary a veritable specimen of the actual
spiritual reality about which the missionary is talking pricked
in conscience and mind by living evidence of a dimension of
reality which he had previously discounted or only imagined the
hearer of the gospel is then moved with peter s hearers to
exclaim men and brethren what shall I1 do already sensing
the power of the gospel message and the authority of him who
speaks he feels drawn to the minister of salvation and hungers
for further word

having already explained to his hearer the essential per-
sonages which should be part of his world symbol the messen-
ger proceeds to relate the requirements of salvation the oppor-
tunitiestunities which those divine personages have made possible the
hearer of the word is told of the importance of faith obedience
to the directions of the savior of the wonderful opportunity
of repentance of the covenant and promises of baptism and
of the comfort and guidance possible after receiving the gift of
the holy ghost by the laying on of hands in short the mes-
senger attempts to create certain ideas of divine standards of
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conduct setting an ideal pattern after the fashion of the archi-
tect s blueprint but the missionary is not the architect for
his message is vague general and in the vernacular the lord
is the architect it is his holy spirit which clarifies to the mind
of the hearer the specific standards and ideas suggested by the
missionary the workings of the spirit are analogous to the
engineer who takes the rough intentions of his client and trans-
forms them into precise and realistic specifications so does the
spirit accompany the necessarily vague and limited utterances of
the missionary to create in the mind of the hearer exact and
precise symbols or ideal standards all this is so that the
demands of perfect justice and divine mercy might not be ren-
dered inapplicable through total dependence on human com-
municationmunication with its necessary faults and limitations the lord
sees that all men are sufficiently instructed in good and evil

thus it is that a man is saved no faster than he gains
knowledge that is to say his ability to please god is limited
by the awareness he has of the exact ideal standards of the
gospel he must abide in order to have faith in the lord jesus
christ the first requisite for salvation is then repentance in
repentance a person must order his mental image of the universe
to include all the following the father the son the holy
ghost the spirits of men who are dead the spirits of the un-
born angels and devils the gifts of the spirit the powers of
satan adam and eve the fall of man the atonement of
jesus christ the priesthood and keys the day of judgment
the church of jesus christ the prophets seers and revelatorsrevelatory
the gospel ordinances the visions and revelations of joseph
smith the historicity and divinity of the bible the pearl of
great price the book of mormon and the doctrine and cove-
nants and the divine leadership of the living prophet etc
within the framework of these persons things and events the
person must order his mental symbol of the universe to include
the standards and laws of the celestial kingdom the love for
the lord with all one s heart might mind and strength and
obedience to all his commandments he will project in his
mind the heavenly city which all the prophets have longed to
see where no one hurts or destroys where all the pure in heart
dwell in righteousness under the leadership of the savior
while it is true that no one will receive precise concepts of all
these things belbeforeore he accepts the gospel in the process of
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earning his exaltation he must come to have a true understand-
ing or mental image of all these things the first step in salva-
tion then is to order one s mental image of the universe to in-
clude true spiritual realities as one is taught them only then is

he prepared to live the gospel seeing and doing all with the
perspective of spiritual eternity

LIVING THE GOSPEL

having attained an adequate mental basis for the proper
living of the gospel if a person then desires the association
of the gods and the blessings they can bestow it is incumbent
upon him to act according to the specific prescriptions of those
divine personages if he can change the natural actions of his
life so that he conforms to the new standards they have put
into his mind he then can be saved for example he learns
that not only must he avoid fornication and adultery but that
he must avoid every thought or desire of physical pleasure
which is outside the precise bounds of righteousness the lord
has established he then labors to fill his mind with the words
of the scriptures to garnish his thoughts with virtue to remem-
ber the savior always to be led by the spirit to understand
why unchastity is such a terrible abomination that through
all this he might come to have the purelovepupurereloveloveiove of christ toward
all men and no longer desire any kind of evil this lifting of
one s actions to measure up precisely to the standards of celes-
tial law is called justification the process of becoming a just
or law abiding man this achievement is possible only under
the constant tutelage of the holy ghost this process is also
known as finding the strait and narrow way we enter the gate
which is acceptance of the first principles and ordinances and
then begin the struggle to tread the path to exaltation we must
struggle against the temptations of good things apart from
divinely prescribed conditions temptations of pride of intellect
of physical attainments of the flattery and cunning of worldly
persons of the shame of the world and against the taunts of
unholy men if we can humble ourselves sufficiently to receive
and be obedient to the spirit then no worldly influence can
block or thwart our treading of the straight and narrow As a
little child submits to his father so we then become meek sub-
missive patient and full of love that we might receivereceive grace
upon grace the light of truth growing brighter and brighter in
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us until the perfect day the day we become perfect by obeying
the enticingsent icings of the holy spirit in all that we do

the straitness of the way to exaltation varies as we pro-
gress it always directs us squarely to our goal but varies in its
breadth the closer we come to living celestial laws the more
particular will the spirit be in warning us of pitfalls what the
spirit allows us to do in our early weakness it will forbid us
to do in our later strength of increased righteousness As fast
as we can receive and live the principles of righteousness we
are led on unto perfection wherein we do only that which we
are directed to do living the gospel then is bringing our
treatment of real physical things and events into accord with
the standard of saintly action prescribed by the lord and
described in detail to us by the spirit it is the adequation of
the acts of a free agent to the specifications of a celestial symbol
through human willingness and divine spiritual power

but the importance of symbols does not end with the
mental image of the world which a saint enjoys there is yet
another level of symbolism which might be illuminated for
the real elements of the physical world the persons things
and events are all themselves symbols of a yet greater reality
these are neither linguistic nor mental symbols rather are they
physical realities symbolic of things spiritual present realities
symbolic of things future to distinguish these special symbols
which are the referent and physical reality of the gospel stan-
dard and at the same time are the symbols of a spiritual and
future reality let us call them surrogates that which stands
in the stead of surrogates are special symbols because in op-
position to linguistic or mental symbols they have more than
instrumental or operational value surrogates are intrinsically
valuable as realities in their own right and cannot be expended
or disregarded in favor of their referent in fact the surrogate
provides a unique access to the referent whereas the linguistic
symbol is a matter of custom and convenience proper action
toward gospel surrogates is the only way of obtaining the ulti-
mate which they symbolize

let us examine a specific instance of a surrogate the
celestial standard is that we treat each human being with
perfect and complete kindness and love be he friend or enemy
we must not condemn but bear witness to the truth not
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wish evil against him but pray for him not harm but return
good for evil each human being is a surrogate or symbol of our
savior jesus christ and whatsoever we do unto the least of
our brethren even so we do it unto him if we would be
exalted we must learn and come to have in our minds that
celestial standard we must then bring our actions up to that
standard treating each of our fellowmenlowmenfel as if he were the
savior thus realizing that each person is a symbol or surrogate
of the savior we learn to relate properly to those symbols in
the real world that is to treat that person in such a way that
we may become worthy of enjoying the personal presence of the
savior and do for him directly what we now do only for his
surrogate only if we treat his surrogate as we should treat
him may we receive the lord this surrogate is thus a unique
factor in gaining the ultimate spiritual reward we seek

other examples of the surrogate symbol relationship are as
follows A man s wife in the new and everlasting covenant is a
surrogate of the blessings of that covenant and a symbol of
the covenant itself if he dishonors her in thought or in act
he dishonors that covenant if he does not repent he cuts
himself off from the blessings of the covenant the children
a man and wife have are surrogates of a numerless posterity
their physical possessions of land animals and things are
surrogates of an eternal physical dominion their priesthood is
a sursurrogaterogate of the full powers of godhood the church is a
surrogate of the heavenly church of the firstbornFirstborn the
authorities who preside in the church are surrogates of the
lord and his role as governor of the universe the influence
of the holy spirit a man enjoys is surrogate of the fulnessfalness of
light and truth enjoyed by the exalted the saving ordinances
are surrogates of the eternal pronouncements of blessings in the
eternal world in short earthly things are surrogates of an
eternal and a future greater reality each is of great intrinsic
worth and only as we accord to each that intrinsic worth and
order our lives and them in relation to celestial standards can
we ever enjoy the eternal and ultimate reality those who are
damned are those who abuse the intrinsic worth of surrogates
here and now in order to satisfy an urge or lust or fear being
unwilling to abide the celestial image given to them in their
minds by the power of the spirit
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conclusion AND corollaries
the force of the thesis of this paper should now be manifest

as that thesis is restated qualifying for exaltation consists es-

sentiallysentially inin the proper ordering of symbols this means then
that the essential steps in becoming exalted are 1 ordering
our mental symbols to conform to the spiritual realities of the
universe 2 ordering the affairs of our lives in accordance
with those mental symbols we should remember that each
thing event or person in this world is a symbol or surrogate
of an ultimate spiritual reality and that our actions relative to
these things demonstrate how we would react in that ultimate
spiritual situation the following corollaries might now be
drawn

a it will be noted that the most important element of
ordering symbols in the two steps of gaining an exaltation men-
tioned above are changes of self more than of anything else
we change our world image as we are taught to understand
truth by the holy ghost we change our actions to treat every-
thing and everybody as we should according to the world image
which the spirit has given us the ordering of symbols thus
consists in ordering the position of the self each for himself in
relation to all things external for the concept of self is itself
symbol and surrogate as is everything else my body is surro-
gate for the resurrected body I1 shall some day have my present
desires are surrogates for my eternal desires my thoughts are
surrogates for what I1 shall think in eternity if I1 can subject
my body my desires and my thoughts to the standards of
thought and action prescribed by the lord I1 then can be blessed
by him subordination of the self to the will of god then is
the particular ordering of symbols which is in my power which
will lead to exaltation any deviation must lead to damnation
but the savior has said this more simply except ye become
as a little child ye can in nowise inherit the kingdom of god

3 nephi 1138.1138
b another consequence of our human situation here de-

lineated is the nothingness of man when he pretends to be any-
thing without the help of the lord if we are not led by the
spirit we cannot begin to know whether we have a correct or
incorrect idea about things we cannotcamlot directly perceive all
human description of the unseen is a guess educated though
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that guess may be men make sufficient errors to convince at
least all who try that the theories of men can never be trusted
completely but even if a man learns for himself from the
spirit the true image of the universe he is yet helpless if he
then rejects the guidance of the spirit in his daily actions with-
out the guidance of the spirit he will not know what to do in
all things to be perfect since light and truth are different
things

furthermore we have not in ourselves the power worlds
without end to change the past to change the consequences of
our evil deeds that we might stand blameless before a just
god through the atonement of christ and the guidance of
the holy ghost we may be saved from the consequences of our
mistakes and we may be led to sin no more both of these
greatareat values guidance and forgiveness depend solely upon
the proper relating of our own concept of our self to our con-
cepts and precepts of our savior and the holy ghost if we
pretend to any merit worth or intelligence on our own that
entitles us either to a necessary claim upon the savior s atone-
ment or to an ability to dispense even temporarily with the
guidance of the spirit we have so misordereddisorderedmisordered the symbols
that we cannot be made perfect and cannot reach exaltation
again the savior has said this more simply without me ye
can do nothing john 155.155155

c heretofore little has been said of scripture but the
place of scripture can now be located within the framework
already established written scripture is a collection of human
symbols which have been ordered in a particular fashion by
holy men as they were directed by the holy spirit contrary to
what is often supposed the purpose of written scripture is not
generally to make clear and certain to men the ways of the
lord the scriptures are written in a human vernacular which
is not designed for nor capable of expressing spiritual truth
with any high degree of accuracy that fact may be coupled
with the fact that there is no such thing as literal interpretation
of any human symbol all meaning being strictly a matter of
convention to these mechanical difficulties we may add the
deliberate confusion created by the lord that seeing they
may see and not perceive and hearing they may hear and not
understand lest at any time they should be converted and
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their sins should be forgiven them mark 412.412 it is also
obvious that the scriptures are not topically organized nor is any
pretension to completeness made for any doctrinal question
other than the simple message of the fulnessfalness of the gospel
as found in the book of mormon these factors surely demon-
strate that the scriptures are not intended to be a clear exposi-
tion of the mind and will of the lord compared with the level
of communication established in modern scientific discourse
the human interpretation of scripture is almost completely
blind

what thenthen is the intended purpose of our scriptures they
are intended to prick the conscience to excite the curiosity to
stimulate one to search and to baffle him who seeks for the
wrong reason they are intended as enigmas that must be
unraveled by the same power as originally gave them he who
supposes that he can in any way determine the meaning of any
scripture without the explicit guidance of the holy grost how-
ever literal or historic the reference may appear has not yet
learned the answer to the most basic of all religious questions
can a man by searching find out god

all who have the enlightenment of the holy ghost regard-
ing the meaning of any passage of scripture are of one mind
with the lord with the lord s appointed prophets and with
all others who enjoy the guidance of the spirit the scriptures
are then a symbolic enticement to learn of the things of
god and at the same time a barricade to the learning of
spiritual truth they are a blessing to humble men who seek
true wisdom and a warning to proud men to humble themselves
if they wish to know truth and light instead of the vain
imaginingsb b of men eternal life is found only in coming per-
sonally to the savior as we heed the living prophets and the
voice of the lord through the holy spirit hence the savior s

challenge to the mistaken jews search the scriptures for in
them ye think ye have eternal life and they are they which
testify of me john 539.539539559 the jews thought the scriptures
would guide them to eternal life but they didndian t understand
their own scriptures if they had they would have seen that
the scriptures point men to christ and only in him can any
man gain eternal life thus the savior s lament and ye will
not come to me that ye might have life john 540.540
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d it isis important to mention in connection with scripture
a didactic symbolism employed by the lord wherein physically
real things on the earth are used to teach men of things they
cannot now experience brief mention of certain examples of
this must suffice the sacrifice adam offered was to teach
him of the sacrifice of the son of god through which adam
would be saved the flood which ended the patriarchal world
is a symbol of baptism the ark wherein eight souls were saved
by water is a symbol of the saving power of the new and ever-
lasting covenant the rainbow isis a symbol of god s forbearance
and will not be removed until he is again about to destroy
the world the tower of babel episode is a symbol of what
happens when men attempt to find out god by searching
light is a symbol of guidance and good darkness and conse-
quent stumbling of evil abraham s attempted sacrifice of isaac
is a symbol of the sacrifice by the father of his only begotten
moses holding aloft the brazen serpent was a symbol to israel
that whosever should have faith to look to believe on the
savior should be saved the rituals of the law of moses all
were types and shadows living prophecies of the atonement
the cross whereon the savior was crucified is a symbol of the
evil of this world the parables of the savior were likenesses
of things physical to things spiritual the liahona is a symbol
of the guidance of the spirit the urimarim and thummim of the
power of seership the destructions of the wicked upheavals
of the earth and subsequent blessings of the righteous in book
of mormon times were a symbol of the events accompanying
the second coming of the savior modern temples are symbols
of the mountains where the prophets have gone to get away
from the world and commune with god and vice versa almost
every physical aspect of the temple is symbolic of truths of a
spiritual order the temple ceremonies are highly symbolic but
intended to convey important truths for both everyday living
and for eternity every gospel ordinance is a symbol baptism
of death and burial of cleansing of rebirth confirmation of
receiving the holy ghost anointing with oil of receiving the
blessings of the lord shaking the dust off shoes of leaving a
witness the emblems of the sacrament of the body and blood
of the savior our reaching out to partake of the sacrament
of our voluntary promise to obey god in all things obviously
this list could be extended almost indefinitely the point is
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this the lord employs every opportunity to use physical things
to teach us things spiritual As we receive this teaching under
the influence of the holy ghost we are given an understand-
ing of the truth sufficient for our salvation if after all this
we will not accept of the ways of the lord it is to our own
account after these many witnesses we cannot stand blame-
less

suffice it to say in conclusion that symbols are at once the
key to our exaltation and the lock that damns us only as we are
honest in heart and hunger and thirst after righteousness do
they become the means for our blessing which our lord intends
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